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Abstract
This paper proposes an architecture based on rule-based systems that uses
a forward chaining and a backward chaining inference engine, a truth maintenance system and emotion simulation to achieve reasoning, fast decisionmaking intelligent artificial characters.
An agent needs to be able to accomplish its goals. Hierarchical goal
decomposition is a powerful tool, allowing the agent to represent and solve
complex problems. A backward chaining inference engine is best at breaking
down goals into sub goals.
Agents in a dynamic environment where multiple aspects of the world
are currently changing must be able to infer new knowledge about the world.
Also, said agents should also be able to act in uncertain conditions (conditions
of uncertain knowledge). A forward chaining inference engine is used to
infer knowledge about the world that is not strictly goal-related, and a truth
maintenance system is used to handle conflicting knowledge and maintain a
consistent set of beliefs about the world.
Emotion integration is necessary in generating complex believable behavior, making the agent decision-making process less predictable and more
realistic as well as generating actions in time comparable to human reaction
time.
The study of what is now called emotional intelligence has revealed yet
another aspect of human intelligence. Emotions were shown to have great
influence on many of human activities, including decision-making, planning,
communication, and behavior.
This information also provides new ideas to researchers in the fields of
affective computing and artificial life about how emotion simulation can be
used in order to improve artificial agent behavior.
Emotion theories attribute several effects of emotions on cognitive, decision and team-working capabilities (such as directing/focusing attention,
motivation, perception, behavior towards objects, events and other agents.
This paper attempts to analyze some important aspects of emotions of
human emotions and model them in order to create more believable artificial
characters and more effective agents and multi-agent systems. This paper
mainly deals with the aspect of memory and emotional influences on memory,
perception, and reasoning.
We study various emotion theories, emotion computational simulation
models, and, drawing from their wisdom, we propose a model of artificial

agents, which attempts to simulate the effects of human-like emotions on the
cognitive and reactive abilities of artificial agents.
This paper also intends to show that emotion simulation does not only
serve to improve human-computer interaction and behavior analysis, but
may also be used in order to improve artificial agent and multi-agent system
performance and effectiveness.
We describe an artificial agent emotion-driven architecture that not only
attempts to provide complex believable behavior and representation for virtual characters, but that attempts to improve agent performance and effectiveness by mimicking human emotion mechanics such as motivation, attention narrowing and the effects of emotion on memory.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Autonomous artificial intelligent entities are required to be able to exist in
a complex environment and respond to relevant changes in the environment,
deliberate about the selection and application of operators and be able to
pursue and accomplish goals. This paper proposes a rule-based system that
involves both forward and backward chaining and a rule maintenance system
in order to provide an architecture for the development of fast decisionmaking agents. In the following sections, the features of this framework, the
reasons for which they are needed and the way they interface with each other
will be elaborated. Last, but not least, we discuss the value of integrating
emotions with our agents, and a possible way to do so.
Several beneficial effects on human cognition, decision-making and social interaction have been attributed to emotions, while several studies and
projects in the field of artificial intelligence have shown the positive effects
of artificial emotion simulation in human-computer interaction and simulation applications. This paper presents various emotion theories and artificial
emotion simulation models, and proposes a model of emotions that tries to
reproduce the human-like effects on cognitive structures, processes, patterns
and functions in artificial agents through emotion simulation and emotion
based memory management, leading thus to more believable agents, while
also improving agent performance. The paper is structured as follows:
Chapter 3 overviews some significant human emotion theories (from the
standpoint of artificial intelligence) and discusses how they may be used to
enhance virtual characters and multi-agent systems.
Chapter 2.1 discusses the effects of emotions on human memory that may
be replicated/simulated in order to improve agent memory storage, patternmatching/lookup speed and attention focus/narrowing which may help in
designing resource constrained agents.
Chapter 2.2 presents related work in affective computing, namely com6

putational emotional models and their main features.
Chapter 3 covers our proposed model for emotion representation and
simulation and the ways it influences/interacts with knowledge, cognition,
perception and the decision process, while chapter 4 presents the framework
architecture.
Last, but not least, chapter 5 presents conclusions and future work.
Autonomous artificial entities are required to be able to exist in a complex
environment and respond to relevant changes in the environment, reason
about the selection and application of operators and actions and be able to
pursue and accomplish goals. This type of agent has applications in various
fields, including character behavior in virtual environments, as used in elearning applications and serious games.
Emotion integration is necessary in such agents in order to generate complex believable behavior. It has been shown that emotions influence human
cognition, interaction, decision-making and memory management in a beneficial and meaningful way. Several studies in the field of artificial intelligence
have also been conducted ([35, 5, 15]) and have shown the necessity of emotion simulation in artificial intelligence, especially when human-computer
interaction is involved.
This paper presents and artificial emotion simulation model and agent
architecture (chapters 3, 4) that implements various human-inspired mechanics, such as emotions (section chapter 3.1), knowledge indexing (section
3.2), attention narrowing and memory management (sections 3.3 and 3.2) in
an effort to provide artificial characters in virtual environments with believable behavior, as well as improve the functioning of artificial agent cognitive
structures and procedures, improving agent performance.
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Chapter 2
Inspiration
This chapter presents the theoretical psychology basis upon which our framework is built. We start out by presenting how emotions are perceived and
assessed, and then present the effects that emotions have on human memory, learning and perception, thereby influencing both short and long-term
behavior.
Further on, we move to related work in the field of emotion simulation
for artificial agents, lessons learned from these and how our model expands on
them.

2.1

Psychological Theory

The following section passes through the main ideas of several theories on
human emotions [10], presents their main ideas and effects on physical and
cognitive processes and makes references to their application regarding artificial agent design.
Increased interest in emotional intelligence has revealed yet another aspect of human intelligence. It has been shown that emotions have a major
impact on the performance of many of our everyday tasks, including decisionmaking, planning, communication, and behavior [44].
Emotion is linked with mood, temperament, personality and disposition,
and motivation. It is thought that emotions act as catalysts in brain activity,
that increase or decrease the brain’s activity level, direct our attention and
behavior and inform us of the importance of events around us [5].
An important distinction is between the emotion and the results of the
emotion, (behaviors, emotional expressions). Often, a certain behavior is
8

triggered as a direct result of an emotional state (crying, fight or flight). If it
is possible to experience a certain emotion without the associated behavior,
then the behavior is not essential to the emotion.
Another means of distinguishing emotions concerns their occurrence in
time. Some emotions occur over a short period of time (surprise), while others
are more long lasting (love). Longer lasting emotions could be viewed as a
predisposition to experience a certain emotion regarding a certain object or
person (this may be implemented as a slow rate of emotion decay associated
with a certain object or agent). A distinction is made between emotion
episodes and emotional dispositions. An emotional disposition means the
subject is generally inclined to experience certain emotions (e.g. an irritable
person is disposed to feel irritation more easily than others).
Some theories place emotions within a more general category of affective
states where affective states can also include emotion-related phenomena such
as pleasure and pain, motivational states, moods, dispositions and traits.

2.1.1

Emotion Theories

Some theories argue that cognitive activity is necessary for emotions to occur. This means to imply the fact that emotions are about something (an
object) or possess intentionality. The cognitive activity in question (judgment, evaluation) may be conscious or not.
Lazarus’ theory [27] states that an emotion is a three stage disturbance
that occur in the following order: 1. cognitive appraisal - the subject assesses
the event cognitively. 2. physiological change - biological changes occur as
a reaction to cognitive appraisal (increased heart rate, adrenal response). 3.
action - the individual feels the emotion and chooses how to react. Lazarus
accentuates that the type and intensity of emotion are controlled through
cognitive processes. These processes influence the forming of the emotional
reaction by altering the relationship between the person and the environment.
Our model uses a similar sequence to that described by Lazarus in order
to cognitively appraise events and choose an action: 1. triggering event.
2. cognitive assessment of event and associated emotional state 3. modify
emotional state and physiological response (if any) 4. an action or series of
actions are inserted into an action queue (be it an agenda or a plan, as used
by forward or backward chaining inference engines respectively) according to
the exhibited emotion and its intensity.
As shown in this section, emotion simulation can be used in agent and
multi-agent systems either in order to replace several existing systems that
9

perform the same functions that could be performed solely based on emotion
simulation or new systems that agents and multi-agent systems should have.

Perceptual theory
This theory argues that conceptually based cognition is unnecessary for emotions to be about something. It states that bodily changes themselves perceive the meaningful content of the emotion. According to perceptual theory,
emotions become similar to other senses, such as vision or touch, and provide
information about the subject and the environment.

Cannon-Bard theory
The Cannon-Bard theory is a psychological theory which suggests that people
feel emotions first and then act upon them. These actions include changes in
muscular tension, perspiration, etc. The theory is based on the premise that
one reacts to an event and experiences the associated emotion concurrently.
The subject first perceives the stimulus, then experiences the associated emotion. Subsequently, the perception of this associated emotion influences the
subject’s reaction to the stimulus. The theory states that a subject is able
to react to a stimulus only after perceiving the experience itself and the
associated emotion.

Two-factor theory
Another cognitive theory is the Singer-Schachter theory. This theory is based
on a study that shows that subjects can have different emotional reactions
despite being in the same physiological state. During the study, experiments
were performed where the subjects were placed in the same physiological
state with an injection of adrenaline and observed to express either anger or
amusement depending on whether a planted peer exhibited the same emotion, thus proving that a combination of cognitive appraisal and internal
bodily state determine emotional response. According to the theory, cognitions are used to interpret the meaning of physiological reactions to outside
events. This study shows that emotions are also a social mechanism and
prompts research into using emotions as a useful tool in multi-agent systems.

10

2.1.2

Emotions and Memory

Emotions have a big impact on memory. Many studies have shown that the
most vivid memories tend to be of emotionally charged events, which are
recalled more often and with greater detail than neutral events. This can be
linked to human evolution, when survival depended on behavioral patterns
developed through a process of trial and error that was reinforced through
life and death decisions. Some theories state that this process of learning
became embedded in what is known as instinct.
A similar system may be used to decide the importance and relevance of
events and knowledge and manage memory elements in artificial agents.
Emotions have positive effects on cognitive processes, such as increasing
the likelihood of memory consolidation (the process of creating a permanent record). Also, over time, the quality of memories decreases, however
memories involving arousing stimuli remain the same or improve [48]. A
similar system may be used to organize and manage an artificial agents
memory elements, improving memory storage efficiency, knowledge recall
and rule firing speed. This mechanic is detailed in sections 3.2 and 3.3,
and its effects on the decision making process are presented in section 3.5.

2.1.3

Emotions and Perception

Increase in arousal levels leads to attention narrowing, a decrease in the range
of stimuli from the environment to which the subject is sensitive. This theory
states that attention will be focused on arousing details, so that information
regarding the source of the emotional arousal is memorized while peripheral
details may not be [48].
Emotional events are also more likely to be processed when attention is
limited, which implies the prioritized processing of emotional information
[26]. Such a system of prioritized processing would be useful in resourceconstrained agents or agents that exist in fast-changing dynamic environments (or environments that have a high event density ratio over short periods of time). The mechanics of such a system are discussed in chapter 3.3.
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2.2

Computational Models

We begin this chapter by presenting two popular emotion models with different goals and approaches in emotion simulation, and end by presenting
the findings of the PETEEI study that shows the importance of learning and
evolving emotions.
As shown in this section (2.2), there are several key aspects to take into
consideration when designing a memory and emotion architecture, and we believe that most are covered by our model, presented in the following section.

2.2.1

Ortony, Clore and Collins

The OCC (Ortony Clore & Collins) model has become the standard model
for the synthesis of emotion. The main idea of this model is that emotions
are valenced reactions to events, agents or objects (the particular nature
being determined by contextual information). This means that the intensity
of a particular emotion depends on objects, agents and events present in
the environment [35]. In this model, emotions are reactions to perceptions
and their interpretation is dependent on the triggering event, for example:
an agent may be pleased or displeased by the consequences of an event, it
may approve or disapprove of the actions of another agent or like or dislike
an object. Another differentiation taken into account within the model is
the target of an event or action and the cause of the event/action: events
can have consequences for others or for oneself and an acting agent can be
another or oneself. These consequences (whether for another or oneself) can
be divided into desirable or undesirable and relevant or irrelevant.
In the OCC model, emotion intensity is determined by three intensity
variables: desirability - reaction towards events and is evaluated with regard
to goals, praiseworthiness relates to actions of other agents (and self), evaluated with regard to standards, and appealingness depends on reaction to
objects and its value is determined with regard to attitudes.
The authors also define a set of intensity variables: sense of reality, proximity, unexpectedness and arousal are the global variables that influence all
three emotion categories. There is also a threshold value for each emotion,
below which an emotion is not subjectively felt. Once an emotion is felt however, it influences the subject in meaningful ways, such as focusing attention,
increasing the prominence of events in memory, and influencing judgments.
As shown, according to the OCC model, behavior is a response to an emotional state in conjunction with a particular initiating event [35]. As in the
12

OCC model, in our model, emotions are valenced reactions to events, agents
or objects determined by contextual information; in fact we will be using a
simplified version of the OCC emotion evaluation process similar to the one
used
in
[15]
in
early
validation
of
our
model.

2.2.2

Connectionist Model (Soar)

In this model, emotions are regarded as subconscious signals and evaluations
that inform, modify, and receive feedback from a variety of sources including
higher cognitive processes and the sensoriomotor system. Because the project
focuses on decision-making, the model emphasizes those aspects of emotion
that influence higher cognition [5].
The model uses two factors, clarity and confusion, in order to provide an
agent with an assessment of how well it can deal with the current situation.
Confusion is a sign that the agent’s current knowledge, rule set and abilities
are inadequate to handle the current situation, while clarity comes when the
agent’s internal model best represents events in the world. Since confusion
is a sign of danger it is painful and to be avoided, while clarity, indicating
the safety of good decisions, is pleasurable and sought-after.
Pleasure/pain, arousal and clarity/confusion form the basis of the emotional system. Instead of creating separate systems for fear, anger, etc., the
authors assume that humans attach emotional labels to various configurations of these factors. For example, fear comes from the anticipation of pain.
Anxiety is similar to fear, except the level of arousal is lower [5]. The advantage of a generalized system is that it does not require specialized processing.
Arousal is the main way that the emotional system interacts with the
cognitive system. Memory and attention are most affected by changes in
arousal. Highly aroused people tend to rely on well-learned knowledge and
habits even if they have more relevant knowledge available.
In the Soar implementation of this system, the Soar rules that comprise
have special conditions such that different kinds of rules only fire at differing
levels of arousal. For example, highly cognitive rules will not fire at high
levels of arousal, while more purely emotional rules may only fire at such
levels [5]. This allows for a very general approach to emotions.
The Soar model emphasizes the effects of emotions on cognition and
decision-making, effects considered important and also present in our own
model
(3.5,
2.1.2,
2.1.3).
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2.2.3

Evolving Emotions (PETEEI)

Emotion is a complex process often linked with many other processes, the
most important of which is learning: memory and experience shape the dynamic nature of the emotional process. PETEEI is a general model for
simulating emotions in agents, with a particular emphasis on incorporating
various learning mechanisms so that it can produce emotions according to its
own experience [15]. The model was also developed with the capability to
recognize and react to the various moods and emotional states of the user.
In order for an agent to simulate a believable emotional experience, it
must adapt its emotional process based on its own experience. The model
uses Q-learning with the reward treated as a probability distribution to learn
about events and uses a heuristic approach to define a pattern and to further
define the probability of an action, a1, to occur given that an action, a0, has
occurred [15], thus learning about the user’s patterns of actions. External
feedback was used to learn what actions are pleasing or displeasing to the
user. The application also uses accumulators to associate objects to emotions (Pavlovian conditioning). The accumulators are incremented by the
repetition and intensity of the object-emotion occurrence.
An evaluation involving twenty-one subjects indicated that simulating the
dynamic emotional process through learning provides a significantly more believable agent [15]. The PETEEI study focuses on the importance of learning
agents and evolving emotions. Our memory and emotion architecture is built
primarily with these two aspects in mind (chapter 4).
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2.2.4

Meyer

In a position paper, Meyer also argues that a model inspired by human
emotions can provide several reasonable and useful benefits [[54]]:
• reduce and control the nedeterminism involved in an agent’s decision
making process
• acheive flexible colaboration and cooperation between agents
• build better human-agent interfaces in hybrid human-agent multi agent
systems
The paper aragues that, as long as many branches of computer science
require heuristics to manage algorithm complexities, a model of affect based
on the human emotion model and its perceived purpose would provide useful
heuristics (as it serves the same purpose in humans).
Although many simplified implementations of the OCC model have been
made, there has been no attempt at formalizing the complete logical structure
of the model [[53]]. Meyer et al. attempt to put together a formal description
of the OCC model in order to remove a number of ambiguities that stand in
the way of its implementation.
Further work started based on the OCC model, and involved its formalization in order to remove a number of ambiguities that stand in the way
of its full implementation. Starting from a qualitative formalization of the
well-known model, Meyer et al. turned their attention to the quantitative
aspects of emotions and investigated how these could be incorporated into
the qualitative model [[51]].
The work is currently ongoing, issues such a computational complexity
and the possible need to empirically determine parameter settings have been
taken into account when developing this formalization, but have not yet been
explicitly dealt with [[51]].
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Chapter 3
Theoretical Model
In this section we first present our emotion representation scheme and its
behavior, and then elaborate how emotions are used within and influence/manage knowledge recall, the knowledge base hierarchy, attention span and
the decision process. The model is based on the Cannon-Bard theory of emotion (section 2.1.1), cognitive appraisal is necessary for emotion synthesis and
emotions are first felt and then acted upon. The model also implements the
presented effects of emotion on memory (sections 2.1.3, 2.1.2) and may be
expanded according to the perceptual theory that emotions also provide information
about
the
subject
and
the
environment.

3.1

Emotion Simulation

Analogous to the way primary colors combine, primary emotions could blend
to form the full spectrum of human emotional experience. For example interpersonal anger and disgust could blend to form contempt.
We have chosen to represent / encode emotions as a series of weights, each
describing the influence of one of the basic emotions intensity on the agents
current emotional state (the eight basic emotions are those shown in Fig.
3.2, Plutchiks Wheel of Emotion: joy, trust, fear, surprise, sadness, disgust,
anger and anticipation). The sum of emotion weights in our representation
always equals one. The enforcement of this condition when certain emotions
are modified by external stimuli allows gradual shifts from one dominant
emotion to another, thereby avoiding sudden emotion changes (such as going
from extreme anger (rage) to joy; the renormalization would increase joy
and decrease anger in order to keep the sum of emotion weights equal to one;
16

Figure 3.1: Basic Emotions

Figure 3.2: Plutchik’s Wheel of Emotions
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however, the dominant emotion would not become joy unless the stimulus
was extremely powerful). The dominant (main) emotion is the emotion or
combination of two adjacent emotions with the greatest weight / combined
weights. Predisposition towards simple or complex emotions is left as the
subject of future studies. For now, we will assume that characters / humans
prefer simpler emotions as opposed to more complex ones.
Initially the agent is in a neutral, indifferent state, called the baseline
state, where all emotion weights are equal to each other and equal to 0.125
(1/8). This representation was chosen because it provides an emotional state
to relate to and because it is simpler to compute the effects of events on the
emotional state as opposed to a percentage approach where it is possible for
the sum of percentages to be lower than 100%. Emotion intensity (either one
of the eight basic emotions or one of the eight compound emotions shown in
Fig. 3.2 is calculated relative to this baseline, using the following formula:
P
Er
.ϕ,
nr
where Er is the value of the weight that belongs to each basic emotion that
contributes to the emotion being evaluated minus the baseline weight, as
modified by internal and external events, based on the agent’s preferences
and expectations, as in the OCC model [35]), nr is the number of relevant
emotions and ϕ is a normalization factor that scales the result into the [0,
1
= 1.142857). The emotion with the highest intensity
1] range (ϕ = 1−0.125
according to the above formula is chosen as the dominant (main) emotional
state. If no clear emotion is dominant (most weights are within ε of each
other), the character is considered to be in the baseline state.
Increased interest in emotions has revealed another aspect of human intelligence, showing that emotions have a major impact on the performance
of many human tasks, including decision-making, planning, communication
and behavior ([10]).
We intend to use our emotion simulation model in order to achieve the
same effects that emotions have on human cognition, in artificial agents:
catalyst in brain activity, motivation, direct attention and behavior, establish importance of events around us, therefore we follow a human cognitive
emotion theory.
According to Lazarus ([27]), an emotion is a three-stage process:
1. cognitive appraisal the subject assesses the event cognitively
2. physiological change biological changes occur as a reaction to cognitive
appraisal (increased heart rate, adrenal response)
18

Figure 3.3: Knowledge Representation

3.2

Knowledge Representation

In order to enable the artificial character to learn about its environment and
user it will be equipped with a perception module that will allow the agent
to perceive external events (environment changes, other agents actions) as
well as internal events (such as adding new knowledge or initiating an action)
as well the associated main emotion and its intensity (the emotion that the
agent is feeling in regard to the event) in chronological order. In our model,
associated emotions reinforce some rules and facts, while suppressing others.
This is how agent learning is achieved.
The agent’s knowledge is organized in an inheritance-based hierarchical
manner (Fig. 3.3) according to patterns and characteristics of items and
19

other agents that it determines and considers important (the agent builds its
ontology automatically); all objects have a common root node, similar to a
top-level concept, which expands into subcategories which in turn branch out
into new subcategories, based on observed common features. Individuals are
represented as leaves in the knowledge tree. An individual object / agent (or
a subcategory), may be absorbed into its parent category (while retaining
information about which category an individual knowledge object belongs
to) based on its frequency of use, time of last access and emotional response
intensity (agents are more likely to learn and retain for longer periods of
time and sometimes improve knowledge on subjects with a strong emotional
load, in order to prune out useless, unimportant or infrequent knowledge
while still retaining some information on how to react to stimuli and behave
towards other agents (based on the characteristics of the group it belongs
to). The agent will also be able to repeat knowledge it believes important in
the long-term to itself, in order to increase its access frequency (similar to
human learning).
The occurrence of events and knowledge in general are represented as lists
of symbols in a manner similar to CLIPS or LISP.
The artificial agent will be able to learn about its environment (and other
agents) through the emotions and emotion intensities associated to its knowledge items (facts and rules).
The agent’s knowledge is organized in an inheritance-based hierarchical
manner called an ontology. We are using an ontology because we want to be
able to share common understanding of the structure of information among
people or software agents and separate domain knowledge from operational
knowledge.
Learning about the environment, human users and other agents is key to
providing believable behavior in artificial characters ([15]). Each class and
individual in the ontology has an associated emotion vector and intensity,
which allows the agent to learn how to interact with a certain individual, as
well as a class of individuals, as these associated emotions are propagated up
the ontology hierarchy.
Rules and knowledge used in certain situations receive a fraction of the
agent’s current emotional state (this also travels upward through the inference chain adn ontology, also modifying rules and superclasses in order to
help the agent cope with new, unknown individuals. For example, if the agent
mainly encounters hostile characters (with whom it associates fear/anger) the
emotion associated with the Character:Other class in the ontology, which is
an average of all the individuals in that class, will be skewed in order to reflect
this, and the agent will act accordingly with newly encountered agents).
The emotion e associated with an ontological class is
20

P
e=

3.3

esubclass

nsubclasses

nsubclasses

(3.5)

Perception and Memory Management

In fast-changing environments an agent may not have enough resources in
order to react to every event that occurs, therefore a way of prioritizing
important / significant events. This may be achieved through attention narrowing (section 2.1.3). Events are stored into an event queue and sorted
according to emotional arousal associated with the event, ensuring more important events are processed first. Emotion preference is a domain-specific
problem, for example fear (usually signaling danger) may be considered more
important than disgust, and therefore should be processed with a higher priority. Events will be queued according to emotion intensity. Let’s assume for
example that the agent is running a labyrinth, and it does so in a turn-based
manner, and has a limited number of actions each turn. It will not waste
its time searching for traps if there are more serious threats, such as hostile
creatures, around.
It has been determined that humans are more likely to remember bits of
knowledge in similar emotional contexts that they learned or have used said
knowledge in the past. In order to replicate this mechanic in artificial agents,
we propose a system of indexing knowledge based on dominant emotion (including secondary emotions) and emotion intensity, similar to a hash-table,
because there is a high probability for the same emotional context to be
triggered in similar situations which may be solved by similar types of reasoning. For this purpose, both knowledge and rules (in rule-based systems
for example) will have corresponding emotion types and intensities which
will be updated every time the rule / knowledge item is used. These will
be indexed in a table according to main emotion and sorted according to
emotion intensity. When knowledge is required, the corresponding memory
elements to the states main emotion and intensity are retrieved first and then
the search is expanded around this point in the index table.
Emotions have a big impact on memory. Many studies have shown that
the most vivid memories tend to be of emotionally charged events, which are
recalled more often and with greater detail than neutral events. This can be
linked to human evolution, when survival depended on behavioral patterns
developed through a process of trial and error that was reinforced through
life and death decisions. Some theories state that this process of learning
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became embedded in what is known as instinct.
A similar system may be used to decide the importance and relevance
of events and knowledge and manage memory elements in artificial agents.
This process is described in sections.
It has been discovered in humans that an increase in arousal levels leads
to attention narrowing ([48]). Attention narrowing is a decrease in the range
of stimuli from the environment that the subject is sensitive to, in other
words, perception will be focused on more arousing events and details first
and these will be processed sooner than non-arousing details and events [48].
This means that highly emotional events are more likely to be processed when
attention is limited, leading experts to attest that emotional information is
processed according to priority ([26]).
In fast-changing environments an agent may not have enough resources
in order to react to every event that occurs, therefore a way of prioritizing important / significant events. This may be achieved through attention
narrowing. Events are stored into an event queue and sorted according to
emotional arousal associated with the event, ensuring more important events
are processed first. Emotion preference is a domain-specific problem, for
example fear (usually signaling danger) may be considered more important
than disgust, and therefore should be processed with a higher priority. Events
will be queued according to emotion intensity. Let’s assume for example that
the agent running the labyrinth does so in a turn-based manner, and has a
limited number of actions each turn. It will not waste its time searching for
traps if there are more serious threats, such as hostile creatures, around.
Humans are more likely to remember bits of informationand exhibit similar behavior and reasoning as exhibited in past similar emotional contexts.
This can be used as a way of remembering context-appropriate facts and
rules in artificial agents and may speed up the reasoning process as it does
in humans.
We have devised a way of indexing facts and rules based on dominant
emotion and emotion intensity similar to a hash-table. Both facts and rules
have an associated emotion and intensity, which will be updated by a fraction of the agent’s emotional state every time they are used to infer new
data. These will be indexed in a table according to main emotion and sorted
according to emotion intensity value (each cell in the table is a fact/rule).
At each new inference stage, a relevant rules relevant facts list are created,
starting from the table cell that most closely matches the agent’s current state
and expanding outwards. These lists are then used to create an operator
activation list, which will be triggered in the order that they are inferred.
The main differences between this model and other emotion simulation
approaches are the perception and memory management mechanics that al22

Figure 3.4: Learning through Emotion Influence
low emotions to indirectly influence the agent’s decision and planning processes. Another difference from other approaches is that in this model, emotions serve a purpose, and are not merelely a goal in and of themselves.

3.4

Learning

Our model uses emotion intensity as the main means to learn by. Associated
emotion intensity weighs each element in the model (rules, facts) and reinforces some while supressing others, however, by using the similarity function
to weigh elements instead of the emotion intensity itself, the elements being
enforced / suppressed change dynamically depending on the agent’s emotion
state. This means that knowledge relevant to the agent should be able to
access knowledge more relevant to its state faster.
We want the agent to adapt its behavior to a dynamic environment,
so whenever an event changes the agent’s (emotional) state, we influence
all inferences (and knowledge structures that took part in those inferences)
so that their associated emotion matches a little bit more with the agent’s
current state, increasing the likelihood that and agent will trigger certain
rules in similar emotional contexts.
As shown in Fig. 3.4, the agent learns based on feedback from the
environment and other agents. When the agent perceives an event, it assumes that it is a consequence of all rules triggered that turn, therefore
the emotion associated with the perceived event influences all rule instances
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triggered that inference turn, which in turn influence the rule that created them, the goal that the rule helps achieve (if any) and all expressions part of the rule, by a different factor F for each influence type.

3.5

Decision Process

Emotions and Decision-Making Although it is clear that emotions sometimes impede deliberative decision-making, one school of thought affirms that
emotions provide a way of coding and compacting experience to enhance fast
response selection. In evolutionary terms, it is better to respond immediately
to a threat than take the time to rationally consider the best course of action.
Another use for emotion simulation in multi-agent systems is generating complex believable behavior, important in simulation environments and
human computer interaction.
Future work involves exploring and integrating both schools of thought
into the architecture.
We are not proposing a specific mechanic that influences the decision making process, however, knowledge retrieval and event handling are influenced
through attention narrowing and knowledge indexing, thereby determining
rule order in the agents agenda or plan. It should be clear that the agent
adapts its behavior according to the dominant emotion and its context; for
example, if its current state is fear, it will make efforts (introduce operators in
the agenda or formulate plans, depending on the particularities of the agent)
in order to eliminate the threat or get away from this situation. It will also
make efforts in the future (if able) to avoid circumstances that led to the current state. Another example, if something causes the agent joy, the agent will
be more likely to fire operators or formulate plans that lead to the joyous occurrence.

3.6

Visual Representation

The weight vector representation discussed in the previous section is very
well suited to graphical representation, as we can have one graphical representation for each base emotion, and use the emotion vector weights to
interpolate them. This resulting representation may in turn be interpolated
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with animation sequences such as speaking or breathing. We may also vary
activity levels by speeding up or slowing down the animation according to
emotion intensity. The baseline state yields the agents base movement speed.
This is increased or decreased according to emotion intensity.
An alternative graphical representation would be to assign a color to each
base emotion, as shown in Fig. 3.1 and blend them according to emotion
weights; however, this may become confusing, as there are only three primary
colors.
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Chapter 4
Architecture
The proposed agent architecture is presented in Fig. 4.1.
Facts and rules are fed into the inference engine according to their associated emotion and its intensity, by way of knowledge indexing, as described
in sections 3.3, 3.2.
The inference engine uses two inference methods (forward and backward
chaining) running in parallel and produce rule activations along with an associated emotion vector, which are added to an agenda and a plan respectively
([29]). These are then merged into a conflict set and sorted according to
associated emotion intensity and then trigerred.
The architecture also uses a truth maintenance system ([29]) so that the
agent maintains a consistent world view, each new inferred fact has a justification and we are able to propagate associated emotions up the inference
chain.
We are not proposing a specific mechanic that influences the decision making process, however, knowledge retrieval and event handling are influenced
through attention narrowing and knowledge indexing, thereby determining
rule order in the agents agenda or plan. It should be clear that the agent
adapts its behavior according to the dominant emotion and its context; for
example, if its current state is fear, it will make efforts (introduce operators
in the agenda or formulate plans, depending on the particularities of the
agent) in order to eliminate the threat or get away from this situation. It
will also make efforts in the future (if able) to avoid circumstances that led
to the current state. Another example, if something causes the agent joy, the
agent will be more likely to fire operators or formulate plans that lead to the
joyous occurrence.
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Figure 4.1: Architecture
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(a) Forward chaining

(b) Backward chaining

Figure 4.2: Inference methods used

4.1

Inference Engine

Forward Chaining
Forward chaining is a data-driven inference method. The engine hungrily
awaits new knowledge in order to apply rules that match existing data.
Forward chaining starts with the available data and uses inference rules
to extract more data (from an end user for example) until a goal is reached.
An inference engine using forward chaining searches the inference rules until
it finds one where the antecedent (If clause) is known to be true. When
found it can conclude, or infer, the consequent, resulting in the addition of
new information to its data.
Forward chaining inference engines will iterate through this process until
a goal is reached. This seems as an ineffective way to go about solving a
problem, especially when we have a large number of rules and data and only
a few paths that lead to goal states. Backward chaining seems to be the
better problem solver, and indeed it is; however, backward chaining does
have a weakness, it never infers data that is not explicitly goal-related, even
if somewhere down the inference path it may lead to goal-related data, or
worse, conflicting data. In essence, we are using the forward chaining part
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of our inference engine to gather knowledge about the complex, dynamic
environment, where multiple aspects of the world may be changing at any
given moment. When run, a forward-chaining algorithm presents a conflict
set of rules to apply (all rules that match current knowledge). Ways of
deciding on application order will be discussed in a further section. At times,
our forward-chaining inference engine may infer contradictory data; we need
a way of detecting and dealing with such situations. The best approach is a
truth maintenance system. Also, given that rule-based systems may have a
large number of rules working with a large knowledge base, we need a fast
pattern-matching algorithm (pattern-matching may be as much as 80
Backward Chaining
Backward chaining is a lazy inference method. It only does as much work
as it has to. Backward chaining starts with a list of goals (or a hypothesis)
and works backwards from the consequent to the antecedent to see if there
is data available that will support any of these consequents. An inference
engine using backward chaining would search the inference rules until it finds
one which has a consequent that matches a desired goal. If the antecedent
of that rule is not known to be true, then it is added to the list of goals (in
order for one’s goal to be confirmed one must also provide data that confirms
this new rule), making it ideal at building an at least partially (we may have
to accomplish disjoint goals, as well as having to accomplish several goals
concurrently with no specified order in order to confirm a rule) ordered plan
to follow in order to achieve the agents goals, dynamically decomposing goals
into subgoals recursively until the agent selects among primitive operators
that perform actions in the world. The backward chaining part of our inference engine accomplishes our agents goal-oriented planning, resulting in the
composition of a plan, a sequence of partially-ordered goals to pursue in the
future.
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4.2

Truth Maintenance

A truth maintenance system is used to maintain a consistent set of beliefs
about the world. It is based on the following principles:
each action in the problem-solving process has an associated justification
when a contradiction is obtained, find the minimal set of assumptions that
generated the contradiction. Select an element from this set and defeat it.
The justification for the contradiction is no longer valid and the contradiction
is removed.
propagate the effects of adding a justification and of eliminating a belief
(keep consistency)
A truth maintenance system keeps beliefs as a network of two types of
nodes: beliefs and justifications. A belief is an expression which can be
true or false. A belief node contains a label (IN if the belief is considered
true, OUT otherwise), a list of justifications for the node, and a list of the
justifications of which the node is part of (and the label it must have in order
for that justification to be valid). Justification nodes contain the following
information: the inference type of a justification (in our case premise (always
IN) or modus ponens (inferred)), a list of nodes the justification justifies
and a list of nodes (and necessary associated values) that participated in
the inference. This representation allows the propagation of consequences
through the belief network of an agent. A truth maintenance system is easily
integrated with the RETE pattern-matching algorithm (nodes that are IN
will be considered true, and present in the RETE network, and nodes that are
OUT will be considered false and will not be present in the RETE network;
nodes that change state from OUT to IN will be added and nodes that change
state from IN to OUT will be retracted from the RETE network).
As can be seen, the RETE network and a TMS are easy to interface with
each other, since they operate on different areas of a rule system (working
memory vs. rule base).
Truth maintenance systems are not usually used alongside backward chaining inference engines because the inference engine rarely changes a nodes
state; however, should this occur, the change is fed into the TMS by the
inference engine and the changes propagated through the network, just as in
the forward chaining case.
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4.3

Grammar

We have designed a language in order to specify agent knowledge and rules.
This chapter describes its grammar. The basic element of the language is
the expression.
expression :
( ( IN | a s s e r t ) | (OUT| r e t r a c t ) ) symbol
symbol symbol
Each expression, regardless whether it appears in the knowledge base or a
rule, represents a fact. An expression is made up of a modifier that states the
desired state of the fact in the architecture’s truth maintenance system (IN
or OUT) and a series of three symbols which need to represent an ontology
fact (subject property object). Each symbol may be a variable, a reference,
a value, a condition or an operator.
symbol :
variable | reference | value |
condition | operator
Further on, these symbols are reduced to basic literals:
variable

:
’? ’ identifier
reference :
identifier
value :
Int | Float | String
operator :
( + | − | ∗ | / ) symbol
condition :
( < | > | <= | >= | <> ) symbol
Knowledge base facts may not contain variables, conditions or operators.
The knowledge base structure is specified using the class, property and
individual keywords.
A class specification is made up of the class keyword, possibly a list of
classes that the class extends and a list of (property name, value / reference)
pairs that specify restrictions.
class :
’ class ’ i d ( ’ extends ’ i d ( ’ , ’ i d ) ∗ ) ? (
i d ’ : ’ ( value | reference ) ) ∗
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Properties are defined by using the property keyword, a property name
and a pair of classes that are the property’s range and domain.
property :
’ property ’ i d ( ’ extends ’ i d ) ? ’ : ’
domain ’−>’ range
Last but not least, individuals in the agent’s knowledge representation
scheme are specified by the individual keyword and an identifier, followed
by a list of (property, value) pairs which translate to expression of the form
((modifier) identifier property value).
individual :
’ individual ’ i d ’ : ’ i d ( ( IN |OUT) i d ’= ’
( value | reference ) ) ∗
Another key part of the reasoning engine are rules. Rules are specified
through the use of the rule keyword and an identifier and are made up of a
series of expressions known as the antecedent, which means these expressions
have to be evaluated as true for the rule to be triggered and another series of
expressions named the consequent, which represent facts that become true
when the rule is triggered.
rule :
’ rule ’ i d ( ’ r e p e a t a b l e ’ ) ? ( expression )+
’==>’ ( ( expression | action ) )+
A rule’s consequent may also contain actions
action :
’ action ’ i d symbol∗ expression ∗
which are operators that the agent can apply to the environment or other
agents (specified as a list of parameters) and that have consequences that
happen over time and are not always guaranteed (the list of expressions that
make up an action are the expected consequences of an action).
The driving force of the architecture are goals. Each goal is made up
of one expression which the agent will spend energy and resources to fulfill.
Goals also have an attached salience value that represents their importance.
goal :
’ goal ’ i d e n t i f i e r ( s a l i e n c e I n t ) ?
expression+
Last but not least, definitions for the building blocks of our grammar:
values and identifiers.
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Int :
( ’ − ’) ? ( ’ 0 ’ . . ’ 9 ’ )+
Float :
( ’ 0 ’ . . ’ 9 ’ )+ ’ . ’ ( ’ 0 ’ . . ’ 9 ’ )+
String :
( ’ a ’ . . ’ z ’ | ’ A ’ . . ’ Z ’ )+
identifier :
S t r i n g ( S t r i n g | I n t | ’ ’ | ’ − ’) ∗
In the following section we present a source code input example used to
test inference and planning.

4.3.1

Input example

s e l f = Fritz
actions {
action MoveTo ? o r c
// a c t i o n h e a d e r
IN ? s e l f InRange ? o r c
// e x p r / c o n s e q u e n c e
}
classes {
class
class
class
class
}

Creature
Sound
Species
Color

properties {
property
property
property
property

MakesSound : C r e a t u r e −> Sound
Eats : C r e a t u r e −> C r e a t u r e
H a s S p e c i e s : C r e a t u r e −> S p e c i e s
HasColor : C r e a t u r e −> C o l o r

property HasHealth : C r e a t u r e −> I n t
property d i s t a n c e : C r e a t u r e −> I n t
}
individuals {
individual Croak : Sound
individual Chirp : Sound
individual Fly : C r e a t u r e
individual F r i t z : C r e a t u r e
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IN
IN
IN
IN

MakesSound = Croak
Eats = Fly
HasHealth = 10
distance = 1

individual Canary : S p e c i e s
individual Frog : S p e c i e s
individual Green : C o l o r
individual Yellow : C o l o r
}
goals {
goal F r i t z C o l o r
IN F r i t z HasColor ? x
goal I n c r e a s e H e a l t h
IN ? s e l f HasHealth +>=5
}
rules {
rule Frog
IN ? x MakesSound Croak
IN ? x Eats Fly
==>
IN ? x H a s S p e c i e s Frog
rule FrogGreen
IN ? x H a s S p e c i e s Frog
==>
IN ? x HasColor Green
rule Canary
IN ? x MakesSound Chirp
==>
IN ? x H a s S p e c i e s Canary
rule CanaryYellow
IN ? x H a s S p e c i e s Canary
==>
IN ? x HasColor Yellow
rule F r i t z C h a n g e C o l o r
IN F r i t z H a s S p e c i e s Frog
IN F r i t z HasColor Green
==>
OUT F r i t z H a s S p e c i e s Frog
IN F r i t z H a s S p e c i e s Canary
}
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Chapter 5
Conclusion and Future Work
5.1

Conclusion

One of the goals of this work is to demonstrate how emotions can affect agent attention
focus, performance, learning, memory management and decision making and how the
effects can vary according to the personality of the agent. Another is to provide a flexible
and scalable emotion representation model that reproduces the effects of emotion observed
in humans and that allows for a general dynamic approach to emotion in artificial agents.
One of the goals of this work is to develop an emotion simulation model and agent
architecture that provides artificial characters in virtual environments with believable behavior in order to enhance virtual environment experiences for human users.
Another goal, as presented in this paper, is to use artificial emotion simulation as
motivation for agent behavior, as well as improve reasoning capabilities and memory management by simulating mechanics tied to emotions found in humans (see section 3).
The main contributions of this model are that emotion is not only tied to the agent’s
learning and reasoning process, but it is a key component, providing agents with the
underlayer for the simulated emotion, making the reasoning process more akin to humans,
achieving complex, believable behavior for virtual agents. Another important contribution
of this model is the improvement of agent performance and effectiveness through emotion
simulation as it is currently believed emotions do in humans.

5.2

Future Work

Future work includes mixed emotion resolution (i.e. when emotions on different sides of
Plutchik’s Wheel result as dominant) and exploring whether an explicit way in which the
emotion model interacts with the emotion process is necessary or not.
There are at least two directions in which the model can be extended, both exploring
the multi-agent capabilities of the model. First of all, the model can be extended to be
used as a trust and reputation model among agents, based on the reciprocal altruism
model that is believed to be used by humans (based on emotions). Another direction for
future research, still in the field of multi-agent systems, would be to extend the model so
that it supports the theory of reciprocal altruism (where an agent acts in a manner that
temporarily reduces its fitness while increasing another agent’s fitness, with the expectation
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that the other agent will act in a similar manner at a later time).
Another possible modification that may improve the system would be to get rid of
the ontology (and thus the restrictions imposed by it), relying on user interpretation of
symbols to give meaning to expressions. This would allow us to increase language complexity, allowing for expressions of any length and rules to reference and call other rules.
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